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value in terms of cloth of the contribution AY linen minus AX
cloth = (AY - AX) cloth. But from the page just cited
we know that, units being so .chosen as to make X*=Y,
AX =AX-AY + B Therefore the contribution
-L	A.
c-(ay-ax)-r(i-|.a|);
that is to say, the amount of the reparation levy plus the
proportionate shift in the ratio of interchange in favour of the
reparation receivers multiplied by the pre-reparation quantity
of that country's exports. In the formulation of Chapter
XIX this can be expressed as
- ECQ;(E, + Gc)
§ 3. Since, as we have seen, Ec and G; are by nature posi-
tive, and Ej and Gc by nature negative, C cannot be negative
or nil. Thus the reparation receivers must obtain some net
contribution from the reparation payer. Seeing that the ratio
of interchange is in general turned in favour of the reparations-
receiving country, C must in general be not merely positive,
but greater than R. It is easy to see that in conditions where
the marginal utility either of cloth or of linen is constant in
both countries (i.e. where either both E<. and Gc or both E;
and gz are infinite), no matter what the values of the other
elasticities may be, C-R. Further, since our expression is
completely symmetrical, it is clear that, contrary to what
might be expected at first sight, the amount of the contribution
yielded to the reparations receiver by a reparation levy on a
given scale will be the same whether the reparations receive*
is the rest of the world, America, or the single small country,
Germany.
§ 4. The analysis can be carried a little further in more
particular conditions thus. On the assumption set out in
Chapter XIX, § 14, our formula reduces to
C==R        -210Ez-18QQc
'-210Ej-180Gc-174*
In this case it is obvious at sight, not only that C must be > R,
but also that it is larger the larger is either - Ej or - Gc, that
is to say, the more elastic is the marginal desire of either the
o

